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ALSO SEE WEBSITE FOR  SPECIAL PURPOSE UTILITY VEHICLES. & FLAIL COLLECTORS                       

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

PORTABLE TRACTOR SHEDS 
AND SHELTERS,                                           

Designed to blend in with the scenery. 
They can be moved when required.  

Cornwall  Wild Life Trust, by air 
Quad Tractor  St George’s Island > 

< Ferrari Quad Tractor 
30 on The Isle of Sky 

< 2 wheel tractor at Wolverstone Hall . 

Large flail  collector in Hyde Park.  > 

Shooting James Bond Film in Italy—  The National Arboretum UK 

BSG CARON       
UTILITY VEHICLES 

AT WORK. 3 way tip -
4 wheel drive—3 point  

lift — pto 540rpm. 

London Zoo Regents Park 

EST 1986 

FERRARI AND GOLDONI                               
QUAD TRACTORS 

Email  sales@bsgtractorsandmachinery.co.uk   Tel no. 01206212092 

100 IMPLEMENTS FOR SMALL 
AND MEDIUM TRACTORS         

Please check price and availability, the supply situation can change . 

USED IMPLEMENTS  -   FLAIL COLLECTOR  -  UTILITY VEHICLES 16

USED CONTIUED Goldoni 5.5hp 2 wheel tractor+ selection of (optional   
implements) tractor price  £1420.     

Also  Large pto water pump with hoses and inlet filter 
£300 ,  Reversible Grader £160 ,  Rutbuster £290,  Earth 
scoop £275., Set of steel wheels for Quad tractor £380
(puncture/proof),  Bulldozer blade £310 , and lots more ?                                        

BSG Have been dealing with Caron 
Utility  Vehicles from Italy and 
Parkland Flail  Cutter /Collectors 
from Denmark for more than 25 
years.  Model C Utility Vehicles are 
available from £40,000  and Flail 
collectors from £19,000 

BSG CLIENTS INCLUDE 

March 2024 Products & Prices 

POWER SCYTHES, TWO WHEEL 
MACHINES AND IMPLEMENTS 
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BSG offers a service to those people who own or manage land .  We supply a wide 
range of equipment, technical support and parts  & service back up. We also offer 
an exchange or buy back option when our products are no longer needed.                                  
This price guide contains the main items that we sell, but the situation is constant-
ly changing.  Recently the supply of many items has become more difficult.  This is 
due to inflation, transport costs and other factors.  Please check our website, or 
contact us for more information on any requirements that you may have. 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

The Portable Tractor Shed, designed to house 
a small tractor and implements,  or for live-
stock, animal feed, logs etc.  Being moveable 
it does not come under the normal planning 
constraints and so can be placed in the best 
location.  Construction comprises of a strong 
box profile steel frame, covered with juniper 
green,  polyester coated, steel  profile 
sheeting.  It is mounted directly on steel run-
ners with towing eyes.  The tractor shed 
blends into the scenery and can be pulled 
along easily with a tractor.   

PORTABLE BUIDINGS     Portable Tractor Shed & Portable Shelter 

BSG Tractors and Machinery was established in 1986.   

Full width door, for  easy access. 

 USED EQUIPMENT       May include used, ex demo, old stock:- 
15 

More Items on following page 

USED EQUIPMENT    SEE WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS   Prices exclude vat  
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2&3/ PORTABLE BUILDINGS                                                                                                                                                      
4/      POWER SCYTHES,                                                                                                                                                                   
7/     TRACTORS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
8/     TRACTOR ACCESSORIES .                9/   TRACTOR IMPLEMENT,  PALLET FORKS, EARTH 
SCOOP/TRANSPORT BOX     BULLDOZER, GRADER, STONE RAKE & LANDSCAPE RAKES.                                                               
11/   RUTBUSTER, ROLLER GRASS HARROWS & SPRINGTINES                                                                                
12/   POST KNOCKER, HEDGE CUTTER. SCYTHE CUTTER & MOLE  PLOUGH/SUBSOILER                                                                                                                                                                                                               
13    PASTURE TOPPERS, FLAIL MOWERS, HAY RAKE/TURNERS,  MOUNTED & TRAILED.                                                                                                                                                                                                              
14    PLOUGHS, CULTIVATORS, DISC HARROWS & ROTARY TILLER .                                                                                        
15    USED EQUIPMENT                                                                                                                                                                 
16   USED EQUIPMENT, FLAIL COLLECTORS, UTILITY VEHICLES  & GENERAL SALES . 

Implements in picture order. 

Goldoni Quad 20, Very low-
hours, very good £8,400 

Bio 100 chipper for 2 wheel 
tractor £465. 

Rotary Mower choice of four 
1.2 to 1.8m wide from £895 

Transport Box tipping with a 
lifting rear tailgate £335 

Fort diesel 2 wheel tractor & 
rotovator non runner £150 

Bio 8T hyd feed chipper and 
composter little use £2,380 

Zanon heavy flail cutter 1m 
width with rear flap £995. 

70cm Rotovator for Goldoni 
2 Wheel tractor VGC £380 

Heavy Brush cutter for Gol-
doni 2 Wheel tractor £440 

Sawbench for Goldoni           
2 Wheel tractor £340. 

Grass topper 1.2m cut with 
power shaft £650. 

Spring tine grass harrow 3 
row complete with adjusta-
ble levelling bar 1.2m £360.  

See Website for               
more Options 



 

 

TEL 01206 212092.   E-MAIL sales@bsgtractorsandmachinery.co.uk 

  PORTABLE BUILDINGS & TRACTOR SHEDS 

The standard 3m Shed with a 2.2 wide door, price £2180.  A 4m Long Shed 
price, £2,660.  For an Open sided shed/shelter without door deduct £300. 

Portable Tractor Shed, or Open Sided Shed.  Standard 3m Size:- overall size L 3m x W 
2.3m  x H2.2m. A higher version is available for extra headroom.  Lengths can also be 
4m, or 6m by  joining 2 x 3m sheds. For Larger Covered Areas multiple units can be 
put together on site. Any level area is suitable no ground work is needed.  Easy to 
move (on skids) no crane needed.  Sheds of 3 & 4m are delivered complete. 
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Left 3m open sided 
shed. Right 3m closed 
shed being moved. 
Lower left 6m drive 
through shed with 
door at each end. Low-
er right picture shows 
how well  a shed can 
blend into the scen-
ery . Bottom left, 4m 
extra high shed being 
delivered. Bottom 
right, Shed 3m wide & 
6m long 

Ideal for short, or 
long term storage 

Translucent Roof 
Lights Available. 

Multiple units 
slide off trailer 
when delivered to 
be joined on site. 

Disc Harrows                                                              
1.0m    wide 12 discs 170kg   Price £1450        
1.2m    wide 14 discs 190kg   Price £1860   
1.55m  wide 18 discs 260kg   Price £2040 

Rotary Tiller with side shift 1.25m 
wide, weight 130 kg.  Price £1495 

 Spring tine cultivator 
1.2m wide £640.  Larger 
models and also a 
choice of packer rollers 
are available. 

 

                                               
Single furrow  ploughs , 
15/25HP £415 and 20/40HP  
(top left) £688. Two furrow  
£890  Reversible ploughs sin-
gle furrow  20/25HP £1,124. 
& Two furrow  30/70 from 
£1390.  manual & hydraulic. 

TEL 01206 212092    E-MAIL sales@bsgtractorsandmachinery.co.uk 
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Ploughs 

Ripper Cultivator                   
5 tine 1.2m wide £650              
7 tine 1.4m wide £750 

 

TRACTOR IMPLEMENTS FOR CULTIVATIONS                                                                          
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ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

For Long Grass, Thistles, Brambles, Hay, 
& Overgrown  Pasture. The most cost 
effective way to manage green areas, 
such as WILD FLOWER MEADOWS   

 SPECIFICATION. Cutting width 3ft (87cm). Speed 
0.5mph, or up to  0.5 acre/hr. Cutting height 1” 
to 4”  Engine B&S 4stroke petrol. Transmission 1 
forward gear driven through a worm drive with 
belt protection. The white cover vibrates, divid-
ing the grass into manageable rows. Shipped in 
box 80x56x53cm weight 41kg with full assembly 
instructions.   Price £865        

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

 

TRACTOR IMPLEMENTS FOR GRASS, HAY & OVERGROWN AREAS                

Apex Flail Mower 1.00m, 1.2 & 1.5m cut, rear 
roller controlled cutting height, weight from 125kg. 
Ideal for tractors  15 to 35 hp. Blades Y shape for a 
fine finish. With rear cover Prices  from £1,185.  

Hay Rake / Turner.  Two 
wheel, ground driven, can be 
set to turn for drying, or rake 
into rows. Ideal  for all hay, long 
grass, weeds etc.  Tractor 
mounted, does not need PTO 
Price £890.  Optional  angle 
bracket for shorter grass £47. 

Buck-rake. for light materials, hay, grass, 
manure, bushes etc.  It has a tipping  lev-
er, which automatically locks when the 
buck-rake is emptied and lowered . Prices 
1.2m wide £615  &1.4m wide £745. 
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Grass Topper, adjustable cutting height,  works 
in line or offset, includes safety shear bolt.  Width 
max 1.17m £1,090  or Width1.35m £1,260.  opt 
overrun clutch £98. 

The trailed hay rake is also ground driven but it  has its own wheels and manual lift sys-
tem for transport, both can also be use as light harrow for dethatching lawn and grass.  

Trailed Hay Rake, 
for Quad Bikes,      
4 x 4s, Garden Trac-
tors, etc . £1190 

THE POWER SCYTHE  Self Propelled with Briggs & 
Stratton Petrol engine and height  
and lateral adjustable controls. This Twin Blade Power Scythe has 

been marketed by BSG Tractors  
and remained virtually unchanged 
for 25 years.  It is lightweight, easy 
to handle and maintain. The double 
blade, instead of a single blade and 
fingers, removes the tendency for a 
blockage in tough conditions.   
Safety if you let go, it stops. 

We have over 20 years of experience 
in parts and service support for this  

Italian made machine.  

Special orders can also include Snow Blade, Sweeper/collector and Tipping Truck  



 

 

 
  TRACTOR IMPLEMENTS FOR LAND  MAINTENANCE   & DRAINAGE                                          

 

 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 
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   Mini Tractors                        Goldoni Tractors              Ferrari Tractors 

TEL 01206 212092    E-MAIL sales@bsgtractorsandmachinery.co.uk 

Fence Post Driver     for small and compact trac-
tors. Uses single hydraulic pipe £1480 

  Optional expander £69 
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TRACTOR   SECTION -  Quad Tractors           
What is a Quad Tractor?  The design gives four equal sized wheels, with around 65% of 
total weight on the front axle, by adding the weight of the driver and rear implement, 
stability and traction are greatly improved.  A conventional tractor is taller, with the ma-
jority of the weight  on the rear axle. Front                                                                   
weights may be needed to improve stability. 

QUAD TRACTORS, can offer the following                                                            
A LOWER CENTRE OF GRAVITY for EXTRA SAFETY 
ON HILLS and LESS  DAMAGE  ON SOFT GROUND,              
With articulated steering the front wheels always 
remain parallel and larger front wheels have better 
flotation and  traction, also they are more efficient  
if using the 4 WHEEL BRAKE when going downhill. 

Four wheel articulated steering 
allows very tight turns & easy  re-
versing with a trailer. Conventional steering is also available. 

MORE TWO WHEELTRACTORS & IMPLEMENTS 

Rotary scythe                                                                                                                                      Rotary mower             

Rotary tiller            De-thatcher        Vacuum                           Sprayer 

To subsoil invert the blade. This is ideal 
for ripping up rough areas prior to root 
clearing, levelling, earth moving, or fur-
ther cultivation. It prevent damage to 
other implements and is also used to 
break the plough pan in cultivate land. 
Best for tractors  25 to 60hp ,£425 

LAND DRAINAGE   The Mole Plough/ Subsoiler.                                                        
To drain wet land or to lower the water table, the mole plough option (as picture) 
is used. The beam controls the depth, the blade cuts a vertical slot, below which a 
drainage tunnel is formed in the ground. An optional expander can increase the 
size and also the strength the mole tunnel.  The mole is also used to lay pipes and 
cables and avoid the need for a trench 

Rotary Mowers, are best for managing 
shorter grass,  They consist of three rotor 
blades driven by belts from a central gear-
box, The cutting height is set by altering       
the wheel.  Models are 4, 5 & 6ft wide.        
A 6ft (1.8m)  model is priced at £1689 

BIO 8T Chipper/ Composter with Hydraulic Feed, and Auto Reverse 
to prevent jamming  Price £3,940 USED OPTION available 

We can supply a wide range of   Two 
Wheeled Tractors and Accessories.       
Both new and pre-owned. To order. 



 

 

Rut Buster, Levelling Harrow  works either 
way up and in both directions to restore uneven 
ground & overgrown areas 1.5m wide £565. 
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ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 
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Grass Harrows, The most cost effective treat-
ment for meadows.        The triple grass harrow 
can be used in 3 ways.  The trailed model,  Price & 
width 1.20m - £239, 1.80m -£366 2.5m -£499 .                          
Trailing drag weights are £16 each. 

Tractor Mounted Grass  Harrow (right) . Ideal for                                                     
transporting and working in confined areas. Can be 
used 3 ways  1.2m wide £ 539  or 1.8m wide £666. 

TRACTOR IMPLEMENTS FOR GRASS & PADDOCK CARE 

TEL 01206 212092     E-MAIL 

 Roller can have water ballast, 30cm 
diameter  weight 150kg ,width 1.5m..  
Can be trailed ,or mounted  & mounted 
on the three point lift £520. 

 Dimensions, Length 2.5m Width 0.9 
to 1.2m, Wt. 750kg, Engine 20hp air 
cooled,   6 F + 3Rev gears . Wheels 
6,50x15”) , or (wide wheels 26”x 12”),                              
Prices from £11,390.  Options,  larger  
footplates £285, tipping pipe   £110, 
side mounted hydraulic lever £140. 

GOLDONI QUAD 20 was virtually unchanged in 20 years, when the main produc-
tion  ceased in 2016. Some models have now become available for around £11,000  

We also offer a number of used and refurbished Quad 20 Tractors. 

The Quad 20 model, was never made by Goldoni.  It was 
produced by BSG using a modified Goldoni vineyard trac-
tor from 1996.  It proved to be very popular, many hun-
dreds were sold. Like many things it is no longer possible 
to buy one of this design without the electronic gadgets. It  
was the simplicity of the design that has made the tractor 
so easy to maintain and so popular over so many years. 

New Grass Harrow Tractor Mounted Sprung Tines, fast action  
attacks moss, dead growth, spreads manure, mild aeration promotes growth. 

Ideal  for use in tight places and on a 
small acreage. They can  be very narrow  
to work in rows and small areas and are 
ideal to tackle many jobs that may other-
wise need to be done by hand. They have 
a PTO, three point lift  (cat 0) and a 
unique range of implements. 

Engine Honda Petrol max power kw/ps 
9.6/13, Gears 4F 3Rev, max speed 18kph, 
Length 2.4m Typical width 0.85 to 1.2 m, 
weight typical 500kg.  Prices £4,200  to 
£5680. Implements available for hay, culti-
vation and general work.  

3 POINT LIFT—  Power take off—  4 WHEEL DRIVE  —   HONDA PETROLENGINE .    
A very economical tractor, easy to drive without the noise and pollution of diesel.  

MINI QUAD TRACTORS 

The vibration of the sprung steel tines, increases the harrowing and raking effect, with-
out increasing the power requirement. A small tractor with a two row harrow can cover 
a large area in a short time.  Model from 1.8m wide £365 to 2.5m wide £465.                  
Also 1.2 & 1.5m wide models  with 3 & 4 rows  of tines available, from  £440 to £890. 



 

 

Landscape Rake, for land clearance (stones, growth and rubbish) beach cleaning 
and pasture reclamation.  Fully adjustable rake angle and optional fixed ,or swivel 
headstock, (to offset rake), are available on 1.5m wide model at £695  and £765 
respectively. The 1.8m rake is much heavier at 189kg. It is  for a lager tractor. Avail-
able only with a swivel headstock at £878 

10 TRACTOR IMPLEMENTS FOR PUSHING, LEVELLING & CLEARING 

Bulldozer for Earth Rocks & Snow.               
This is a heavy blade, used to dig and 
push, it can easily be angled  to either 
side and a rubber strip is available for 
snow if required. Width 1.2m £395   
or 1.4m width for £495. 

Angle Grader 1.20m adjustable blade. 
Like the bulldozer but can  be used in for-
ward and reverse. Available with a fixed 
headstock 105kg £620, or with a swivel 
headstock for offset use £695.                   
Other models available up to 3m wide. 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

FERRARI CROMO 35 Quad tractors.                              
Dimensions  L 2.8m, Width adjustable 1.0 to 1.35m,  Wt. 
1000kg.  Engines 25hp water cooled,  8F+4R  gears, with 
a double acting  external  hydraulic service.  Wheels, 
standard 6.50x16” as  Top Picture,  or wides wheels .   

FERRARI QUAD TRACTORS      
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TEL 01206 212092      E-MAIL sales@bsgtractorsandmachinery.co.uk 

Conventional Steering is an option on all models.  See Website for full specifications. 

FERRARI COBRAM 60, 48 hp and 65 56hp tractors  are 
available as normal Quad Tractors or with a moveable 
steering position for forward and reverse operation, 
(see separate specification sheet.)  Picture bottom 
right is a Ferrari 60  with tractor cab and front 
mounted flail mower.                                                 
Ferrari 60 prices from £20.980.                                                     

As next Three Pictures tractors with the wider 2.60. 70 
x16” wheels , with a buck-rake and a flail cutter.   This 
is a very comfortable and easy to operate tractor, with 
power steering, easy gear change, folding roll bar, and 
oscillating chassis for extra stability. Four wheel steer-
ing result in tighter turning and less ground damage. 
Price from £14,980 

Cobram 60  with driving controls reversed 

Stone Rake 120. A heavy implement, 
part ripper and part heavy rake.   For rocks 
roots rubble and rough ground.  It has angle 
adjustment as does the grader and a swivel 
headstock.   The width 1.2m weight at 135 
kg. price £890 . Or width 1.4m weight at 150 
kg £990. 

Ferrari produces the most sophisticated version of the quad tractor 

Consider using a fixed headstock on very 
light tractors  where stability may be an is-
sue.  For instance on very steep slopes. 

Fixed Headstock availa-
ble for Grader, Stone 
and Landscape rakes 



 

 

Scrub Puller (left). For pulling 
out and removing unwanted 
saplings bushes and scrub.  It 
handles up to 50mm diameter 
for pulling, lifting and carrying. 
Ideal for handling and carrying 
thorn bushes etc. Price £112 

TRACTORS ACCESSORIES AND IMPLEMENT SECTION 

Multi Hitch, for easy towing and 
backing, £130 , optional ball Three Point Hydraulic 

Lift, with mounting plate.   
For front £425 Rear 
(picture)£389 

 

Lifting Jibs with telescopic booms.  
Left with extra hydraulic ram and 
safety feet (200 kg lift ), for smaller 

tractors..  Price £545.  Right Heavy lift-
ing Jib (cat 2) using only tractor 3 
point lift max cap 500 kg load 

 Water Pump for pto  use. 
Output 180L/min, for 
Flood, Fire, Irrigation, sup-
plied with a nozzle for 
power washing.  Includes 
suction filter, 3m inlet & 
7m  outlet hose  £265. 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 

TRACTOR IMPLEMENT SECTION   —   MATERIAL HANDLING 9 

Earth Scoop/ Transport Box, 1.2m wide 250kg capacity.  Fitted to the tractor in 
minutes, it will shovel, tip, lift, carry, & push.  It is a most useful implement for a tractor                                                                                                                              
Price £345. Optional fork tine assembly for light materials (centre picture) Price £145. 

Pallet Forks .  The rear mounted pallet forks all have adjustable and folding tines.  
There are three models  available for different sized tractors.  Carrying capacities and : 
Load & price. Load 250kg, Price £268   Load 300kg, Price £395   Load 500kg, Price£478.  

TEL 01206 212092     E-MAIL sales@bsgtractorsandmachinery.co.uk 
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Winches, front or rear, electric 
with remote control  from £370 

Rear Loader. Ideal for pallets and round bales   Max 
hight 2.5m lift, parallel linkage, load wheels give extra 
stability and allow smaller tractors to lift extra weight.   
A very economical way to get high lifting on a small trac-
tor.  Maximum load 400kg,  300 Kg on pallet.             
Basic  model, £985.  Pallet fork £383, Bale spikes £265, 
Hydraulic Grab for loose materials £650. 

 200kg    300 & 700kg    500kg 

Fits small & medium tractors  Earth moving on a building site        Shifting heavy bricks 

Lifting heavy objects       Fork for light materials          Lifting and dragging timber 

Simple latch to tip   Good tipping angle   Feeding livestock 


